KMD B-140SA
Storage bin compatible with the KMD-210.
The B-140SA storage bin configures perfectly with the KMD-210 to ensure
an ample supply of stored ice at all times.

Industry Leading
Insulation
Foamed in place insulation ensures low melt rate ice
storage.

Sleek design
The stainless-steel exterior provides a long lasting
attractive, yet hardwearing appearance.

Low maintenance
Easy to clean with round edges for optimal hygiene.

*Compatible KMD-210 Ice
machine sold separately

Adjustable height
Manufactured with adjustable legs to 90mm.

Quality
Sturdy construction for side by side / stacking installation
and non-corrosive bin liner provides safe and sanitary
storage of ice.

KMD-210 Ice Machine
The ice machine sits on top of the
B-14OSA ice storage bin, producing the
ice which falls into the bin with each
fresh cycle.

Technical specifications
Dimensions
559mm (W) x 1016 (Adjustable Legs +90 –120) (H)
x 820mm (D)
Weight Gross / Net
67kg/ 52kg
Net capacity (I)
140

KMD B-210SA
Storage bin compatible with the KMD-210.
The B-210SA storage bin configures perfectly with the KMD-210 to ensure
an ample supply of stored ice at all times.

Industry Leading
Insulation
Foamed in-place insulation ensures low melt rate ice
storage.

Sleek design
The stainless-steel exterior provides a long lasting
attractive, yet hardwearing appearance.

Low maintenance
Easy to clean with round edges for optimal hygiene.

*Compatible KMD-210 Ice
machine sold separately

Adjustable height
Manufactured with adjustable legs to 90mm.

Quality
Sturdy construction for side by side / stacking installation
and non-corrosive bin liner provides safe and sanitary
storage of ice.

KMD-210 Ice Machine
The ice machine sits on top of the
B-14OSA ice storage bin, producing the
ice which falls into the bin with each
fresh cycle.
TOP KIT
TK-8D TOP Kit also required with
B-210SA Ice storage bin.

Technical specifications
Dimensions
762mm (W) x 1016mm (Adjustable Legs +90 –120) (H)
x 526mm (D)
Weight Gross / Net
70kg/ 59kg
Net capacity (I)
210

